5. Has there not come to
you the news of those
who
disbelieved
before? So they tasted
the bad consequence of
their affair, and they
will have a painful
punishment.
6. That is because their
Messengers came to
them with clear proofs,
but they said, `Shall
(mere) human beings
guide us?` So they
disbelieved and turned
away. And Allah can
do without them. And
Allah is Self-sufficient,
Praiseworthy.
7. Those who disbelieve
claim that they will
never be raised up. Say,
`Yes, by my Lord, you
will surely be raised,
then surely you will be
informed of what you
did. And that is easy for
Allah.`
8. So believe in Allah
and His Messenger and
in the Light (i.e.,
Quran) which We have
sent down. And Allah
is All-Aware of what
you do.
9.

The Day He will
assemble you for the
Day of the Assembly,
that will be the Day of
mutual loss and gain.
And whoever believes
in Allah and does
righteousness, He will
remove from him his
misdeeds and He will
admit him to Gardens
underneath
which
rivers flow, therein they
will abide forever. That
is the great success.

10. But those who
disbelieved and denied
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And Allah,
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of what





never
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you do,
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of what

and His Messenger
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That
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So they disbelieved
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by my Lord,
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flow
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but they said,
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surely you will be raised;
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(is) because



So they tasted
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disbelieve



had



(is in) the breasts.
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`Shall human beings

And Allah
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the great.

He will remove





underneath it



from

(is) the success
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Our Verses, they are
the companions of the
Fire, abiding forever
therein. And wretched
is the destination.
No disaster strikes
11.
except
by
the
permission of Allah.
And whoever believes
in Allah, He guides his
heart. And Allah is AllKnowing of all things.



O you who
14.
believe! Indeed, among
your spouses and your
children are enemies to
you, so beware of them.
But if you pardon and
overlook and forgive,
then indeed, Allah is
Oft-Forgiving,
Most
Merciful.





disaster




So fear Allah as
16.
much as you are able
and listen and obey and
spend; it is better for
your
souls.
And
whoever is saved from
the greediness of his
soul, then those are the
successful ones.
17. If you loan to Allah a
goodly loan, He will
multiply it for you

any





upon

then only





(there is) no






and your children



and overlook




and Allah -







And whoever

But if



And upon



Allah

except

Allah

15



(it is) better



(are) enemies



and forgive,






and spend;



13



then indeed,



god

 

to you,



So fear







and your children





Allah

Our Messenger

O you who believe!





 

Him.









so beware of them.

(are) a trial,

for your souls.





except

his heart.

and obey

(is) the conveyance

(is) Oft-Forgiving,

as much as









Indeed,



And Allah

the Messenger;

your spouses from

 

of every









Allah



you are able



And wretched is

by (the) permission



let put (their) trust

Most Merciful.

with Him

clear.

12

you pardon



14





(of) Allah.

but if





thing



Allah,

the believers.



(is) All-Knowing.

[in] Our Verses,

the destination.

10



you turn away,

those



And whoever





(are the) companions

Not







 

believes

11





(of) the Fire,

strikes





So obey





in Allah,

He guides




Your wealth and
15.
your children are only a
trial, and with Allah is
a great reward.
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therein. abiding forever

12. And obey Allah and
obey the Messenger;
but if you turn away,
then
upon
Our
Messenger is only the
clear conveyance (of
the Message).
13. Allah, (there is) no
god except Him. And
upon Allah let the
believers put their trust.
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and forgive you. And
Allah
is
Most
Appreciative,
Most
Forbearing,
18. The Knower of the
unseen
and
the
witnessed, the AllMighty, the All-Wise.
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1.

2. Then when they have
reached their term, then
retain
them
with
kindness or part with
them with kindness.
And bring to witness
two just men among
you and establish the
testimony for Allah.
That is instructed to
whoever believes in
Allah and the Last Day.
And whoever fears
Allah, He will make for
him a way out,



Allah,



they should leave















then certainly

will bring about,



their term,





That

their houses,



clear.




Allah



and will forgive



Perhaps

you know;





believes



for him

Not





the testimony

in Allah
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He will make



O Prophet!



(Do) not

they commit

transgresses



for their waiting period,
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a way out,





When

expel them

an immorality

Then when
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In the name
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for Allah.

and the Day
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and not

of Allah,
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you divorce

(of) the waiting period,
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[the] women,
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And take witness



you.





the Most Gracious,

and fear

(are the) limits





the Most Merciful.

then divorce them





And Allah

 ¼Øó¦¨° Ç






Surah At-Talaq



O Prophet! When
you divorce women,
divorce them for their
waiting period and
keep count of the
waiting period, and fear
Allah, your Lord. Do
not expel them from
their
houses,
nor
should
they
leave
unless they commit a
clear immorality. And
these are the limits of
Allah. And whoever
transgresses the limits
of Allah, then certainly
he
has
wronged
himself. You know not;
perhaps Allah will
bring about (another)
matter.

(is) Most Appreciative,

the All-Wise. the All-Mighty, and the witnessed, (of) the unseen (The) Knower
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In the name of Allah,
the Most Gracious, the
Most Merciful.



Most Forbearing,
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your Lord.

that



except



And whoever

(of) Allah.



himself.

a matter.



he has wronged



that,





after

with kindness

then retain them

among you

just





whoever



fears Allah,





two men



with it,

is instructed,



And whoever
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ÓÒ- ¼Øó¦¨° Ç
3.



And He will
provide for him from
where
he
cannot
imagine. And whoever
puts his trust upon
Allah,
then He is
sufficient
for him.
Indeed,
Allah will
accomplish
His
purpose. Indeed, Allah
has set a measure for
everything.

And whoever

5. That is the Command
of Allah, which He has
sent down to you; and
whoever fears Allah,
He will remove from
him his misdeeds and
make great for him his
reward.
6. Lodge them where you
dwell, out of your
means and do not harm
them to distress them.
And
if
they are
pregnant, then spend on
them until they deliver
their burden. Then if
they suckle (the child)
for you, then give them
their
payment and
consult
among
yourselves
with
kindness, but if you
disagree, then another
(women) may suckle
(the child) for him (the
father).
7. Let a man of ample
means spend

Allah



thing

for every



months,



Allah,



fears





Lodge them





harm them







they suckle



with kindness,



Let spend
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Then if







their burden.





another (women).

of
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And those who (are) pregnant, [they] menstruated.
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His purpose.





upon

have despaired And those who







Allah,



Indeed,



And He will provide for him



then He



of

from



Allah has set





where



(is) three

their term (is)

not

(is) sufficient for him.

among the menstruation







Indeed,





he thinks.





4. And those among your
women
who
have
despaired
of
menstruation, if you
doubt,
then
their
waiting period is three
months and (also) for
those who have not
menstruated. And those
who are pregnant, their
term is until they
deliver their burdens.
And whoever fears, He
will make easy for him
his affair.
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[on] them.





until

on them



their payment,

then may suckle

to distress

then give them



you disagree,
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from his ample means,
and he whose provision
is restricted, let him
spend from what Allah
has given him. Allah
does not burden any
soul beyond what He
has given it. Allah will
bring about ease after
hardship.






8. And how many of a
town rebelled against
the Command of its
Lord
and
His
Messengers, so We
took it to account - a
severe account; and We
punished it with a
terrible punishment.
9.

is restricted





Allah does not burden

hardship

after









a town







of



(with) what



So it tasted

8



loss.

So fear Allah,













(the) Verses



and do











Allah has (granted) good

heavens

seven







Indeed,

created

O men of understanding

(is) He Who



Allah

abiding



clear,

(of) Allah



from

righteous deeds





and does



the rivers,
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to you



righteousness,





a Message.
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therein





the darkness[es]

forever.

severe;

Allah has prepared
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that he may bring out



(the) Command










those who

A Messenger

towards



(the) bad consequence



(into) Gardens He will admit him





(of) its affair,



believes And whoever the light.

flow



ease.



for them

have believed!

those who





and was

reciting
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and We punished it,







believe

a punishment

a punishment

Indeed,



(of) its Lord





to you



from







(the) end

severe.

Allah has sent down





(of) its affair





terrible.



except any soul





his provision,



And how many







let him spend

He has given it.





owner of ample means



from what



Allah will bring about

rebelled

from



Allah has given him.







and (he) who, his ample means,







an account so We took it to account, and His Messengers,

Allah has prepared
10.
for them a severe
punishment. So fear
Allah, O men of
understanding
who
have believed! Indeed,
Allah has sent down to
you a Message (i.e., the
Quran).

12. Allah is He Who
created seven heavens,



against

So it tasted the bad
consequence of its
affair, and the end of its
affair was loss.

11. A Messenger reciting
to you the clear Verses
of Allah so that he may
bring out those who
believe
and
do
righteous deeds from
darkness to light. And
whoever believes in
Allah
and
does
righteousness, He will
admit him into Gardens
underneath
which
rivers flow to abide
therein forever. Indeed,
Allah has granted a
good provision for him.

on him
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in Allah

underneath it



provision for him.
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and of the earth the like
of them. The Command
descends between them
so that you may know
that Allah is AllPowerful
on
everything. And that
Allah
indeed,
encompasses all things
in knowledge.



2.

O Prophet! Why do
you
prohibit
(yourselves from) what
Allah has made lawful
for you, seeking to
please your wives? And
Allah is Oft-Forgiving,
Most Merciful.
Indeed, Allah has
ordained for you the
dissolution of your
oaths. And Allah is
your Protector, and He
is the All-Knower, the
All-Wise.

4. If you both turn (in
repentance to Allah), so
indeed, your hearts are
inclined; but if you
backup each other (i.e.,
co-operate)
against
him, then indeed,



thing

(is) on







Allah

things

all

encompasses



the Most Merciful.





for you,





indeed,
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so indeed,

then indeed,
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you both turn
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`Has informed me
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And that,
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In the name
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what

that you may know
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the All-Wise.
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(the) dissolution



about it,



(is) Oft-Forgiving,

(of) your oaths.







Most Merciful.



the Most Gracious,
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and of









the earth,

that
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(in) knowledge.



(the) like of them.



every





Descends

Surah At-Tahrim



3. And when the Prophet
confided a statement to
one of his wives; and
when she informed
(others) about it and
Allah made it apparent
to him, he made known
a part of it and avoided
a part. Then when he
informed her about it,
she
said,
`Who
informed you this?`He
said, `The All-Knower,
the All-Aware informed
me.`





12



the command

All-Powerful.



In the name of Allah,
the Most Gracious, the
Most Merciful.
1.



between them
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`Who



3

your hearts;

she said,

the All-Aware.`



(are) inclined
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Allah is his Protector,
and Jibreel and the
righteous
believers,
and the Angels, after
that
are
(his)
assistants.
5.

Perhaps his Lord,
if he divorced you,
will substitute for him
wives better than you submissive, faithful,
obedient,
repentant,
who worship, who
fast,
previously
married and virgins.

6. O you who believe!
Protect yourselves and
your families from a
Fire whose fuel is
people and stones,
over it are (appointed)
Angels
stern
and
severe who do not
disobey in what Allah
Commands them but
they do what they are
commanded.
7. O you who disbelieve!
Do not make excuses
today. You will only
be recompensed for
what you used to do.
8.

O you who
believe!
Turn (to
Allah)
in
sincere
repentance!
Perhaps
your Lord will remove
from
you
your
misdeeds and admit
you
into Gardens
underneath
which
rivers flow (on) the
Day Allah will not
disgrace the Prophet
and
those
who
believed with him.
Their light will run
before them and on
their right, they will
say,




believers,

his Lord,

Perhaps
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wives
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not
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they will say,
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`O you who disbelieve!
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(in) repentance

your misdeeds







after
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today.



the rivers,








that

faithful,



whose fuel

they disobey

7

obedient,







[that]



repentant,

they are commanded.
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Only





(is) people
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O you who believe!



(is) his Protector,

and Jibreel,





Allah











(are his) assistants.

4

who worship,

Protect











and (the) righteous
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O you who believe!



[that]



your Lord

(into) Gardens





before them



Allah will disgrace



will run







Perhaps

and admit you



not

Their light
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`Our Lord, perfect for
us our
light and
forgive us. Indeed,
You are All-Powerful
over everything.`
9.

O Prophet! Strive
against
the
disbelievers and the
hypocrites,
and be
stern with them. And
their abode is Hell,
and wretched is the
destination.

10. Allah presents an
example for those who
disbelieved - the wife
of Nuh and the wife of
Lut. They were under
two of Our righteous
slaves, but they both
betrayed them, so they
did not avail them
from Allah at all, and
it was said, `Enter the
fire with those who
enter.`
And Allah
11.
presents an example
for those who believe the wife of Firaun,
when she said, `My
Lord! Build for me a
house near You in
Paradise and save me
from Firaun and his
deeds and save me
from the wrongdoing
people.`
12. And Maryam, the
daughter of Imran,
who
guarded
her
chastity,
so
We
breathed into it of Our
Spirit and she believed
in the Words of her
Lord and His Books,
and she was of the
devoutly obedient.





to us.






All-Powerful.`

the destination.
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of
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those who enter.`
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she said,











(in) anything,



and save me

the wrongdoers.`

her chastity,



an example And Allah presents
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`My Lord!
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O Prophet!

And their abode

(of) Lut.

and it was said,



Strive

an example



Indeed, You



but they both betrayed them,

`Enter

for those who

Firaun





the Fire







with

They were



(are) over




`Our Lord



(is) Hell,

for those who

both of them, they availed, so not



Perfect

(against) the disbelievers





for us

every









disbelieved -





and wretched is





our light



and be stern and the hypocrites,





and grant forgiveness
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so We breathed



and His Books,
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